
 

 

World order is a term that defines the activities and relationships between the 
world's nation states. It implies a requisite level of peace and stability across the 
globe. Legal measures of the UNSC and treaties/agreements as well as non legal 
measures such as persuasion, negotiations and sanctions have been the driving 
forces in attempting to achieve world order in Iran and North Korea. Although, Iran 
has been able to stabilise its nation by the aid of multinational efforts, North Korea 
has not been able to achieve peace. The cooperation of nation states therefore is 
very inconsistent in terms of its effectiveness and the success of multinational 
efforts to achieve world order is dependent on a country's political will. 
 
The legal responses including treaties/agreements and UNSC have had differing effects 
on the Nuclear weapon issues of Iran and North Korea. Nuclear Weapons have 
destructive powers and hence threaten world peace. Iran's Nuclear War Program began 
as a result of the Cold War between US and the USSR. Upon Iran receiving basic nuclear 
research facilities from the US, in return it signed the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons in 1968. The treaty responded to the threat of a possible Nuclear war 
between America and Iran, and effectively forced Iran to not acquire nuclear weapons. 
America’s responsiveness displayed effective use of multinational efforts to achieve world 
order as it shows multinational unity to combat the world order issue of nuclear weapons. 
Another legal response which was effective was the UNSC Resolution 1696 passed, in 
2006, and imposed sanctions on Iran after it refused to suspend its uranium enrichment 
program. The Resolution was successful as seen in “The Iran nuclear deal is a success 
– and the whole world is safer for it” (The Guardian, 2017) as Iran is adhering to its 
obligations. Over the years, the enforceability of the sanctions have allowed them to have 
a serious impact on Iran's economy and people. On 2nd April 2015, the permanent 5 and 
Iran agreed to a framework that would lift most sanctions, for limits on Iran's Nuclear 
Programs extending at least 10 years. The UNSC is limiting Iran's Nuclear Warfare 
Programs and stabilising world peace. This further shows cooperation between nation 
states to combat the universal issue of nuclear warfare, and consequently, achieve world 
order. *Link* 
 
On the other hand, North Korea has not had the same success, because of Kim Jong Un’s 
lack of will to achieve world order through the use of multinational efforts. North Korea has 
an active nuclear weapons program and tested nuclear explosive devices in 2006, 2009, 
2013, and twice in 2016. Additionally, a successful test of the ICBM; Hwasong 14, was run 
in 2017. Despite the introduction of several treaties/agreements to stop NK from posing a 
nuclear threat to the world, they have not constituted a solution. International treaties are 
not legally binding, allowing UN Charter's Chapter VII guidelines of State Sovereignty to 
overpower international compliance, displaying lack of enforceability. An example of this 
was seen in 2013 when NK withdrew from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons (NPT). Neither is NK a party to the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban 
Treaty (CTBT) or a member of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). 
Additionally, NK signed the Geneva Protocol and the Biological and Toxin Weapons 
Convention (BTWC) in 1987, however, it is suspected of maintaining an ongoing 
biological weapons program as “US increases pressure on North Korea after missile 
test” (The Guardian, 2017). This shows ineffectiveness of achieving world order as State 
Sovereignty has overpowered multinational efforts. Additionally, the UNSC has been 
ineffective due to the same reason. Its multinational efforts to achieve world order have 
been neglected by NK who continues to reject the resolutions to accede to 
treaties/agreements and join negotiation parties. UNSC resolutions have been largely 
unsuccessful in preventing North Korea from advancing its nuclear weapons programs, 



 

 

and sanctions have also been ineffective in impacting Korea; “Despite facing international 
sanctions since 2006, North Korea's economy grew at its highest rate in 17 years in 2016” 
(The UN is considering tougher sanctions on North Korea—but that could actually 
help Pyongyang, CNBC 2017). The sanctions are ineffective as they have no effect on 
Kim Jong Un’s regime, instead, they heavily affect the poor civilians in North Korea who 
are obliged to contribute 80% of their wages to North Korea’s weapons program. 
Evidently, the multinational efforts of the international community have not been effective 
in achieving world order because of State Sovereignty in NK. 
 
Diplomacy has been effective in the global issue of nuclear warfare in the case of Iran. The 
success of multinational efforts to achieve world order in Iran is seen through the effective 
use of non legal responses such as negotiation and persuasion. The Iran Nuclear Deal 
signifies the success of diplomacy, political negotiations and cooperation between nation 
states. The negotiations took place between Iran and Permanent 5 and on January 16, 
2016 the International Atomic Energy Agency verified that Iran had taken steps that will 
ensure it's nuclear program remains peaceful. The Iran Deal has allowed Iraq to reduce its 
stockpile of uranium by 98%. It also increased the time it took Iran to make a bomb, 
consequently allowing the world to react in time to protect itself. In return, Iran gained 
access to more than US $10bn in assets frozen overseas and can resume selling oil 
shown in “Iran Complies With Nuclear Deal; Sanctions Are Lifted” (NY times, 2016). 
The use of persuasion was also used as Iran was burdened with several economic 
sanctions. However, after this deal, Iran could use the global financial system for trade. 
This has allowed responsible leaders to serve their national interests in a more effective 
way as the deal is mutually beneficial. Hence, it is obvious that the non legal responses of 
negotiation and persuasion were effective in achieving world order because of the 
diplomatic nature of Iran.  
 
 However, the Nonlegal responses of negotiation and persuasion have not had the same 
impact on North Korea's issue. The first diplomatic effort was seen with the NPT which NK 
withdrew from in 2003, and continued its nuclear warfare programs. However, another 
multinational effort took place in August 2003, which was the Six-Party Talks. It included 
NK, South Korea, Japan, China, Russia and USA agreeing on a series of steps to 
implement the 2005 agreement where NK pledged to abandon "nuclear weapons and 
nuclear programs"(Council on Foreign Relations). However, in 2009 the talks were 
abandoned following disagreements over verification and an internationally condemned 
North Korea rocket launch.“shows NK’s lack of global cooperation. Although in return of 
NK ceasing its nuclear weapon programs, USA was going to refrain from hindering NK's 
economic cooperation with other countries. However, this mutually beneficial agreement 
was still not accepted by NK which shows the ineffectiveness of persuasion. The flexible 
non legal responses were not effective in achieving world order and dealing with North 
Korea because of North Korea's lack of global cooperation. *Link* 
 
It is evident that the effectiveness of multinational efforts to achieve world order is 
dependant on a country's political will to achieve world order and their will to sacrifice state 
sovereignty. The case studies of Iran and North Korea display that the legal and non 
responses are unreliable in dealing with world issues, displaying global inconsistency and 
further tensions developing. 


